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ELECTRON TRANSPORT CODE THEORETICAL BASIS
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A. Dubi and Y. S. Horowitz
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ABSTRACT

This report mainly describes the physical and mathematical
considerations involved in the treatment of the multiple colli-
sion processes. A brief description is given of the traditional
methods used in electron transport via Monte Carlo and a somewhat:
more detailed description of the approach to be used in the
presently developed code.

I. THE TRANSPORT EQUATION

When writing the transport equation for elec-

trons, the first and most important thing to note

is that energy is treated as a continuous variable.

Unlike in the case of neutral particles where for

each particle energy degradation occurs at discrete

quantities at discrete collision points in space,

electrons are assumed to lose their energy contin-

uously along their track yielding the well-known

relation between the residual range t and the

stopping power dE/dt » T(E)

depends on some vector space N( T ) , then the net rate

of change in time of the density (due to varying of

T) is given by 3N(r)/3t (t is tine here) or 3r/3t •

^ N ( T ) = V_ • ? _ N ( T ) . In the transport equation for

electrons, the space and range variable time changes

are expressed in this way and the angular changes are

introduced in the scattering Integral. Thus we get

N /[d.(x,n',t) -

+ [source term] (2)

dE
T(E)

(1)
(It might be worthwhile to note that the rate o_f

change of the range is exactly the velocity |r^|.)

Accordingly, the flux of electrons is determined

(in steady state) in terms of the space, angle, and

residual range (R.R) rather then energy. The flux

<t>(t,x,Cl) is the number of particles crossing a unit

area at x, perpendicular to the direction f! (per

unit solid angle) with their range being t (per unit

length). The dimension of the flux will then be

[cm x sr ]. In the case of neutral particles,

the energy degradation is introduced through the

scattering cross section and thus will appear in

the scattering integral. Because of the continuous

slowing down,that will not be the case with elec-

trons. In general, if the density of particles

II. MULTIPLE COLLISION THEORY

Since all electrons cannot practically be fol-

lowed from collision to collision, the basic idea is

to divide the electron track into small segments As

and along each segment to sample the state of the

particle from distributions expressing the average

behavior over oany events. We are then looking for

a distribution A(As,w), which is the PDF for the

total polar deviation w » cos 6 from the incoming

direction. (The azimuthal deviation Is assumed

homogeneous.) There ire several approximation

theories • usually limited to small angle deflec-

tions. The one theory bearing no appropriations is

^



due to Goudsmlth and Saunderson. ' Kowaver, their

theory produced A(As,w) in the form of an infinite

series which was prohibitively difficult to calcu-

late. Moreover, the energy dependence is not

clearly manifested in their derivation. We will

derive their formula following the work of Lewis

and show how the series may be calculated using re-

cursion relations given (but not proved) by Spencer.

The angular distribution will be obtained by

solving Eq. (2) for the boundary conditions <J>(x,S2,t )

= 6(x)6(fl) corresponding to a unit source at the or-

igin with range t . (The aim is to solve the equa-

tion for the angular dependence only and to get the

expression after the range has been reduced by As.)

We first expand the solution in the orthonormai set

of surface harmonics

(3 )

S.,m

Substituting Eq. (3) into (2) we get, using the or-

thonortnalization property of the Y. , an infinite

set of equations of the form

Substituting Eq. (6) into the R. H. S. of £«j. (4)

we (fit two terms, resulted by separating the dif-

ference [Y^tf*') - Yi(J(8>].
 Ti>e f l r s t- Yi(J(8>].

p—k

+k

2iiN

A.u.k p—1

The second term will ;be

+k

(7)

X.u.k

Integration over n' yields that the only nonzero term

is that for which k = 0, p = 0; thus the term becones

(A)

where

•j Y* («) • a • Y.

In deriving Eq. (4) we have multiplied, after the

substitution, by Y* (fl) and integrated over SI. Next

we note that i f cos 9 = fl'fil1 then with fi = SKSj.pj),

JJ1 = U'(9^,p^,) by the addition theorem of spherical

harmonics.
8

8)

He now expand the single scattering cross section in

Legendre polynomials

\ t > = crg(coa 6,t) — •

(8)

Combining Eqs. (4) , (7), and (8) we get

3f*m

A.ji

with k̂  » 2TlN[aJl(t) - a Q ( t ) l . Since the

solved in an infinite medium, due to the

(9)

problem is

cylindrical

6) (6)

i. Bf-i.



symmetry, all n> ?* 0 terms vanish. We then get

3fn
Vf 0 " X

(10)

Now since we are not interested in the spatial de-

pendence, we integrate over all space resulting in

the L. H. S. of Eq. (10) vanishing by transforming

the volume gradient integration into a surface inte-

gral at infinity (Gauss theorem). With the notation

(Jc,t) die, we are left with. (

(11)

be calculated (note that the core isotropic is the

result, less terns nay be used; however, scattering

of electrons is unfortunately highly forward peaked).

Thus we must calculate the integral

(16)

-1

He first relate to the inner part of the integration

over the angle. The cross section to be used is the
9

one derived by Spencer. This cross section for the

elastic (electron-nucleus) scattering is the oost

Note that

2uNI
+1

a(cos 6, t ) [ l - P (cos 6)Jd cos 6 = 2TIS<1 - 6)> . (12)

The solution of Eq. (11) is straightforward.

d In F^(t) d In F£(t)

/

(13)

Substituting back into Eq. (3) and using the boundary

condition we get

<j>(x,£i,t )dx = 6(51) . (14)

Thus F.(t ) is the £'th coefficient of the expansion
of 6(fl) in Legendre polynomials which is [(28. + 1)/
4TT] Putting this back into Eq. (3) we get the

final form of the angular distribution

complete description of the theory today. ' It in-

cludes screening effect by atomic electrons, relativ-

istic effects, and spin effects, and it is valid for

low- and high-energy electrons. The cross section

may be written in the form

/
t -As
o

8) = - As (15)

III. SAMPLING FROM THE MULTIPLE COLLISION ANGULAR
DISTRIBUTION

To perform the sampling,the various coefficients

must be calculated. Since the series is slowly con-

vergent, a considerable number of terms (60-70) must



- 2 ,
a(w,E) = 2TTSVG(Z) {(E + moc

2) [E(E + 2 ^ ) ] }f"2(w) { 1 + -f^j

£* - 1 - -=-<jfe)B cos a(l - w)-3/2f2(W)]} .
R /2 Xil J>

c o s a

(17)

E i s the kinetic energy of the par t ic le , (E + m c2) /

{E(E + 2 moc2)]2 = (pv)"2 and B = ̂  = [E(E + 2injc2)]J7 h(w) = - ^ - 1 - y | | cos a sin*6 6 f2(w)(l - w)"2 . (21)

(E + m c2). ° R

o

G(z) e) (18) h(w) is now expressed approxicately by a polynomial

vrtth

(z + I ) " 1 (in 4T))"1 | u l n - £n[o. l6z~2 / 3( l + 3.33z/(137B)]|.

G(z) is a correction factor introduced to account

for the effect of inelastic collision on the angular

deflection [Eq. (11)]. This term does not seem to

be very significant and on many occasions replace-

ment of z2 in Eq. (17) by z(z + 1) is sufficient;12

however, in the method suggested here, an account

of this term will not be necessary because of a

direct sampling of inelastic (knock-on) collisions.

Further, in Eq. (17),

j/2
h(w) = > h (1 - w + 2n)Z

h, ^'"(w) . (22)

Substituting Eq. (22) and (20) into the angular part

of Eq. (15) then yields

f(w) - w ) ,
1/3

l
(m ,2

)
(19)

is the ratio of the Mott to Rutherford and

[r<j - iq)r(l + iq)l z

r(}+ iq)r(l - iq)J 13?e

a(E,w) = *&- fl
f (w) L

h(w)| , (20)
_

137/2

where

+1

/ e(w,t2WN / C(w,t)[l - PD(w)]dw = 2 a k(E)

• ! /
15

Both —^ and cos a have been tabulated and could be

used by interpolation. The following method for the

calculation of A(w,t) basically repeats the descrip-

tion of Berger (except for the proofs of the re- +

currence relations). To proceed we first present

the cross section in the form

f~2(w)[l -

/ •
f"3/2(w)[l - PjL(w)]d«

+1
fj/2"2(w)[l - P£(w)]dwj . (23)

Thus to calculate Eq. (23) we need to calculate terms

of the general form

+1

w + 2n)qfl - P£(w)]dw = p(q,SL) (24)

- 1



for q values ranging fic/m -2 to 3/2 - 2 In steps of Letting x = (1 + 2n)» P(-2,JJ) can be presented as
1/2 and for every tin the series. This will be done
with the aid of the following recurrence relations.

P(q + 1,+ 1,4) - f f q (« )d - w + 2n)[l - Pj,(w)J<fa= (1 + 2n)p(q,fc) - /fq(w)w[l -

.A) - / f q (w)wdw + Aq(w)wPj. (w)dw .

Now vising the recurrence relation of Legendre poly-
nomials

2FTT 2TTT pa-ip a i ( w )

(26)

we immediately get

P(q + 1,O = ( 2n)p(q,JO ~rj

(x - w) 2[PQ(w) - Pj,(w)]dw

(25)

(32)

(27)

To use Eq. (27) we need then P(-2,X,) and P(-3/2,Jl)

given for every Z. It is easy to show by direct Consider now the modified Legendre polynomials of the

integration that second kind given by

P(-2,l) T,+ i ) + (1 + (28) - (-lAl - x2)
m/2 d \ w

dxm

and

P(-3/2,l) = 2(2n)3/2(l + fi)"1 ,

n - 1 - fl) 1 u + ~J - x J (29)

First we obtain a recurrence relation for P(-2,Jl+ 1).

To do this we first encounter the Legendre polynomi-

als of the second kind

Hence Eq. (32) can be written as

and with the recurrence relation

)lQL1<t) = (2Jl + l)t -nrt<

Qn(x) - | Pn(x)

+1

(30)
we get

P(-2,S,+ 1) = 2(1 -
-1/2

)

+1
Qn(x) - f / (x - t)~\

-1
(t)dt .

(33)

(34)

(35)

Substituting QfeOO bi'ck from Eq. (33) and performing

the differentiation, we obtain



P(-2. S.+ 1) p(-2, I > 1 (37)

Similarly one may get the last important recursion

relation for q » -3/2.

fiP{-3/2,Jl) (38)

(42a)

On the basis of the relations of Eqs. (27),

(28), (29), and (37), one can devise an algo-

rithm to calculate <1 - P (w)> for every S.. Then

it is necessary to integrate every term over the

residual range from t to t (where t Is the R.
o o

R. at the beginning of the path segment and t is

the R. R. at the end As = t - t). This is done
9

-according to the prescription given by Spencer*

In Ref. 9 it is Indicated that if we express G.(t)

= <1 - P (w)> in terms of the relative residual
t

range r = ——,then one may approximate G*(r) by an
o

expression of the form

adn
r(r + a) (39)

A detailed derivation of this expression is

given in Appendix A of Ref. 6. The approximation

involves the assumption of a constant stopping pow-

er over As, both a and d. are actually energy de-

pendent rather than constants. They are, however,

slowly varying functions of the particle energy, a

varies logarithmically and the dn variation is -slower

than logarithmic. Due to the logarithmic variation,

one may expect large deviations at low energies.

No comparison data are presented in the literature.

Transforming from t to r, k may be written as

k̂  = f <1 - Pz(w)>dt = f G (t)dt = tQ f

h \ ri
(40)

Substituting from Eq. (39) for G*(r) makes the in-

tegration very simple, yielding

" J r(r + a)
rl ..

a) "

a and d may be found by using the relations given

in Ref. 9.

(42b)

Knowing d-., one may find d by noting that

(43)

To conclude, to get the final value of k. for

every 2, it is necessary to evaluate Go(t) at t

(Implying that in n the energy at the beginning of

the step mist be utilized; actually this could be

done for any t but t seems most convenient). Then

G must also be evaluated at t, and then Eqs. (41)-(43)

may be used to reach the final result. Also, the

residual range t at the beginning of the step must

be determined. Note that if the energy variations

are made very small o"^r As, then one may assume

that both GJl(E) and T(fcJ (the stopping power) are

constants over As. In that case k, may be written

V & s ) CEO - V ( 4 4 )

where E and E^ are the particles' energy at the

beginning and the end of the step.

IV. MONTE CARLO API-ROACH TO THE CODE

A collision-to-collision tracking (which will

indeed most faithfully describe the behavior of the

particle) Is prohibitively laborious due to the huge

number of small, or none, energy-transfer collisions.

For example, while slowing down from 0.5 MeV to 50

keV, an electron will go through 10 collisions, on

the average, in lead, whereas a neutron will slow

down from 7. MeV to thermal energies in 18 elastic

collisions in hydrogen. As a result of this difficulty,



the general tactics of following electrons Is by

taking "snapshots" along their paths. The path of

the particle is arbitrarily divided into small seg-

ments As. The size of each step is made to be small

enough such that the multicollislon theories will

be valid, though there is no solid criteria for

that aim and the choice muse be made based on in-

tuition and experience. One either directly fixes

As, or indirectly by determining an average energy

loss per step and then determining As using the

continuous slowing down approximation (CSDA). Once

As is determined,the average energy loss is deter-

mined from CSDA and then the exact energy loss by
18 19

sampling from the Landau distribution, ' which

describes the fluctuation of the energy loss around

the average. Once the exact energy loss is deter-

mined the angular deflection is obtained from the

Goudsmlt-Saunderson theory (described in the former

sections) and the new position of the particle is

established. Note that In order to find the new

position, the overall angular deflection is not suf-

ficient. One will also need some assumption as to

the distribution of that deflection along the path

segment. Prescriptions for that process are given

in Ref. 16. Next, one samples the number and energy

of secondary (knock-on) electrons to be emitted

along the path. The distribution for that is given

in Ref. 20; however, that part is complicated by

two aspects. First, an ambiguity remains as to the

position of emission of these particles along the

track (usually a homogeneous assumption is made).

Second, since the energy loss is already fixed,

energy conservation presents a problem. The sam-

pling of the secondaries must be made conditional

since their energies are already accounted for in

the energy loss. In some cases energy sampling of

the secondaries is performed independently. ^ In

such cases energy conservation will hold only on a

statistical basis and will not be valid for each

individual primary particle.

In the method proposed for this code, most of

the above-mentioned problems will be eliminated.

The step As will not be arbitrarily determined, but

will be defined as the intercollision distance be-

tween two knock-on collisions (general features of

this approach are shown in Ref. 16). If the cross

section for inelastic collisions (electron-electron

interaction) is d<j (e ,E), where E is the energy of

the Incident electron and e Is the fractional energy

transfer, then in the CSDA the stopping pever Is

given by

1/2

(45)VE)o7 e Eo d ain ( e' Eo ) •

That accounts for the average amount of energy lost

per unit length by a particle of energy E . He no'i

make the assumption that any fractional energy loss

below a certain cutoff E Is continuously absorbed

along the electrons path, whereas energy loss of

e > e yields a

new quantities

e > e yields a knock-oa electron. How we have two

(Eo) = E o e d C T m ( V E ) • (46)

which is the stopping power for energy transfer

e < e , and

1/2

(47)

which is the total cross section for a collision of

energy transfer e > e at particles energy E . Using

E (E ), we determine the next collision distance As inc o

the usual exponential sampling method (with some pos-

sible modifications to account for the fact that

there is sose continuous energy degradation along the

path). Along that step the angular deflection and

new position are calculated via the G and S model.

However, since now the continuous energy degradation

on the step is calculated from Eq. (46) rather than

from Eq. (45), a much smaller energy loss Is obtained

enabling either the use of Eq. (44), thereby simplifying

the calculation, or a core accurate use of Eq. (41)-(42).

The continuous energy loss is subtracted from the

particles energy. At the end of the step (a knock-

on collision point) the energy and emission direction

are exactly sampled from the differential inelastic

cross section and this energy is further subtracted

from the primary electron energy. Thus energy con-

servation is inherently and sinply assured and the

ambiguity in the position energy and direction of the

6 ray are removed. The history of an electron is



terminated once its energy goes below a predeternined

cutoff or if an electron goes out of the raediun.
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